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by 
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1. Introduction 

In this note the concept of a separable 2 - D transfermatrix introduced. 

Such transfermatrices can be seen as an interconnection of - D trans

fermatrices having dynamics in different directions. It is shown that 

every proper 2 - D transfermatrix can be transformed into a separable 

transfermatd.x using only state-feedback and a state-space transformation. 

2. Some definitions and concepts 

m [8 J denotes the set of polynomials in the variable s with real coefficients. 

m[s,z] denotes the set of polynomials in the variables sand z with real 

coefficients. 

mPxmcstz] denotes the set of p x m-matrices with entries in lRestz]. 

lR(s) denotes the set of real rational functions in s. 

mPxm(s) denotes the set of p x m-matrices with entries in lR(s). 

m(s,z) denotes the set of real rational functions in sand z. 

mPxm(s,z) denotes the set of p x m-matrices with entries in lR(s,z). 

The elements of lR[s,z] can also be considered as polynomials in z with 

coefficients in m[s]. thus m[s,z] I: lR[s][z]. 

Analogously, ]R pxm[s, z] • lR [s]pxmCz ]. 

A pOlynomial q € ]R[s,z] seen as an element of lR[s][z] will be notated as 

q. 
. - pxm pxm 

Analogously for P and P where P € JR [s,z] and P e: lR[s] [zJ. Let 

T € lRP~(s,z)t T can be written in the form P/q - P/q where p. P, q. q 

are as above. 

2. 1. Danni tion 

An element T € lR pxm(s ,z) will be called a 2 - D transfermatrix. T is called 

a 2 - D transferfunction if p .. m .. 1. 

2.2. Definition 

T E lRP~(s,z) is called ;eroper if for T" P/q 
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1° degree of q(z) is not less than the degree of fez). 
2° degree of the coefficient of the highest power in z of q(z) 

is not less than the degree of all other coefficients of q(z) 

and the entries of fez). 

T € lRPxm(s,z) is called strictly proper if not less is replaced by greater 
• 0 0 
1n 1 and 2 • 

Observe that definition (2.2) is a generalization of the concept of proper

ness as is used in the theory of dynamical systems (in this note called 

1 - D systems). 

Remark. If z is replaced by s in definition (2.2) and interchanged also 

in the next a completely parallel theory can be obtained. A theory which 

does not make this distinction is still under investigation. 

3. Problem description 

In this section we will introduce the concept of separability of a 2 - D 

transfermatrix. 

3. 1. Defini tion 

A proper 2-D transfermatrix T € lRPxm(s,z) will be called separable iff 

there exiat proper 1 -D transfermatrices D(s) € lRPXIn(s). C(s) E lRPxR,(s), 
!xn nxm 

A(z) E lR (z), B(s) € lR (s), such that 

T(s,z) - D(s) + C(s).A(z)B(s) • 

3.2. Lemma 

In dSfinition (3.1) A(z) can aUJays be taken to be a square matriz. 

Proof 

A(z), being a proper 1 - D transfermatrix, has a 1 - D realization such that 

A(z) • AD + AC[z - AAJ-1AB 

From this fact the proof follows immediately. 

(AD,AC.AA.AB are single matrices, not products.) o 
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3.3. Lemma -
A necessary condition forT to be separable is: 

If q is the least aommon muLtiple of the denominators of the entries of 

T then q aan be written as a produat: q(s,z) = p(s)r(z) with p and r poly

nomials (i.e. q is a 8eparable polynomial). 

Proof 

The proof is trivial. 

3.4. Lemma 

If T is a proper 2 - D transfer/Unction the aondition in 'lemma (3.3) is 

e sUffiaient for T to be separab'le. 

Proof 

The proof is straightforward and will be deleted. 

We will now show that a proper 2 - D transfermatrix can be transformed into 

'I 
LJ 

o 

a separable transfermatrix by using state-feedback and a state-space transfor

mation (for·definitions and properties see [IJ). 

First of all we need the following theorem. 

3.5. Theorem 

If T i8 a proper 2 - D transfermatrix then there exist8 a fir8t leve'l 

realisation (D(s), C(s), A(s), B(s» 8uah that (A(s), B(s» is reachable 

and (e(a), A(s» is observab'le. D(s) te(s) ,A(s) ,B(s) are proper 1 - D transfermatriaes. 

Proof. See [1]. o 

By theorem (3.5) we have 

- - - - -1-T(s,z) a D(s) + C(s)[z - A(s)] B(s) • 

If T is strictly proper then D(s) • o. 
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Furthermore we need a theorem which generalizes Heymann's lemma. 

3:,6. Theorem 

Suppose R i8 a aommutative Ping having onZy finiteZy many maximaZ ideaZ8 
nxn nxm . then we have: If A E R • B E R for 80me ~nteger8 n, m and (A,B) i8 

reaahabZe then there e~sts u € Rm and F € Rmxn such that (A - BF,BU) is 

reaahab Ze . 

Proof. See [3 ] • 

The ring we are interested in is the ring of proper rational functions in 

one variable 

Rg - {bt:~ \ :~:~ € lR (s), deg(b) ~ deg(a)} • 

In fact Rg is a local ring (the only maximal ideal being the ideal generated 

o 

byl/s). See also [1], [3J, [4J Ch. II. 0 

We will now define feedback equivalence. See also [5]. 

3.7. Definition 

• 
Two proper 2 - D transfermatrices T(s,z) and T(s,z) are said to be feedback 

equivalent iff we have the following: Suppose T(s,z) • D(s) + C(s)[z - A(s) IR(s) 

then T(s,z) - D(s) + C(s)[z - A(s)]-lB(S) where 

i) 

ii) 

iii) 

iv) 

D(s) ... D(s) 

C(s) z C(s)Y(s) for yes) € anxn 
g 

A(s) ... y-1(s)(A(s) - B(s)K(s»Y(s), for K(s) E amxn 
g 

-I -B(e) ... Y (s)B(s) • 

We can now apply theorem (3.6) to the reachable pair (A(s) ,a(s» given by 

theorem (3.5). 

Suppose A(s) E anxn B(s) E Rnxm then there exist u(s) € am F(s) E amxn 
g 'g g' g 

such that 
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(A(s) B(S)F(s), B(s)u(s» 

is reachable. Thus there exists a state-space isomorphism Z(s) such that 

-1 - --Z (s)(A(s) - B(s)F(s»Z(s) 

is a companion matrix, thus has the form: 

r 0 1 0 ------ 0 
I ,. " ' 
.', ", I 
I " "', I 
I , '" 1 . '.....,,'. I ,,',',1 
I "" ,. I "',0 
I " o ---------- '0 I 

-aO(s) ------ -a (s) 
n-l _ 

where a.(s) € R for i • O ••••• n-
1 g 

and 

Z-I (s)B(s)u(s) • [~] 
lXn 

Now it is clear that there exists a row vector f(s) .., (fo(s) ..... f 1(8» E:R n- g 
such that 

is a matrix having entries in JR. 

We can now st.ate the main theorem of this note. 

3.8. Theorem 

Every propel' 2 - D tl'ansfermatl'iz T is feedback equivalent to a separabZe 

propel' 2 - D transfermatl'iz T. 

Proof 

Suppose (D(s),C(s),A(s),B(s» is a first level reachable realization. Now a 

feedback matrix K(s) which accomplishes the task is: 
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- -1 K(s) = F(s) + u(s)f(s)Z (s) 

and the state-space isomorphism is Z(s) as constructed above. The matrices 

required for separability (see (3.1» are 

Remark 

D(s) III! D(s) 

C(s) .. C(s)Z(s) 

A(z) .. [z - Z-l(s)(A(S) - B(s)(F(s) + u(s)f(s)Z-l(s»)Z(s)]-l 

B(s) .. Z-I(s)B(s) • 

~. In the scalar case. or more generally, the single input case m = 1 the 

matrix S(s) can be taken to be a vector from lRn. 

Remark 

Theorem (3.8) can easily be generalized to the case of transfermatrices 

con,idered in [2J • 

• 4. Conclusions 

o 

In this note it has been shown that every proper 2 - 0 transfermatrix is 

feedback equivalent to a separable proper 2 - D transfermatrix. The obtained 

transfermatrix can be seen as a transfermatrix of a parallel connection of 

a cascade connection of three proper 1 - D transfermatrices C(s). A(z), B ) and 

a proper I - D transfermatrix D(s). In the strictly proper case the matrix D(s) is 

equal to zero. It is a remarkable fact that besides the separability of the 

denominator polynomial of T (see [IJ) also the separability of T itself 

can be obtained. 
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